### Climate Policy Focus Discussion Points:

1. Row 1 shows the only environmental topic question included in the typology question battery, indicating agreement that "environmental regulations are worth the cost" among 6 of the 8 archetype clusters, including 11% of the Progressive Conservatives leaning toward agreement. Strong agreement is expressed among Solid Liberals and Opportunity Dems, and strong opposition from Core Conservatives.

### Notes:

- Table reference line numbers do not correspond to survey question numbers. *Pew Research question
2. Row 2 is a partial response of commonly asked views concerning climate change opinion; full response from the survey found: “Hoax, it's just not happening” (4%), "There is no solid evidence, we just don't know enough yet" (16%), “Yes, due to natural patterns in Earth cycles” (21%), “Yes, due to human activity such as burning fossil fuels” (51%), and “Don't know/undecided” (8%). Only the three most left-leaning archetypes expressed majority agreement that it is human caused; this response is slightly lower than several other surveys fielded recently.

3. Row 3 shows 7 of 8 archetypes agreeing that "climate change requires us to change our way of life..." including 88% from the Progressive Conservative archetype. From the survey, 47% strongly agreed and 33% leaned towards agreement while "...if it becomes a problem we can deal with it later" found only 7% strong agreement and 13% leaning in that direction. This finding is consistent with 9 other surveys we've conducted across 10 years. The large gap between "it's not human-caused" and strong support for far-reaching behavioral responses is a topic we continue to explore, and may be due to a latent longing for a simpler way of life, irritation with highway congestion, or myriad other possible explanations. The strong overall sample support (80%) for “changing our way of life” is a full 20-30% higher than the specific policy statement propositions. Understanding this gap may yield insights to broadening agreement toward climate policy.

4. Row 4 indicates public willingness to redirect fuel tax funds paid at the pump to reduce the need to drive; only 22% responded with no funds should be diverted, while 59% selected options between ten to fifty percent diversion spending on reducing the need to drive with investments toward public transportation improvements, affordable housing near employment centers, and innovations in getting around; 19% were undecided. This high level of support might be channeled into policy if not for a state constitutional prohibition limiting transportation fuel tax to highway construction.

5. As a follow-up to row 4’s question on fuel tax allocation, this survey included two questions aimed at willingness of voters to amend the state constitutional barriers (not shown in the table above) to redirecting fuel taxes to reduce the need to drive. These two questions revealed less than a majority (34%) to amend the state constitution-- about equal support and opposition, with 33% undecided. Distributing the undecided respondents proportionally to the support and opposition suggests a modest majority of support, judged to be insufficient for a constitutional referral without further research. A further open-ended query asked of those who switched from support (to redirect funds) but declined or was undecided on the constitutional amendment suggests reluctance to change the constitution, perhaps due to a lack of conviction of need, or just uncertainty.

6. Rows 5, 6, 7 are representative of five questions asking for level of support for a law being considered in Oregon, currently known as the Clean Energy Jobs Act, each question containing optional short phrasings of the same policy for the purpose of exploring language-framing, with one additional reversed direction question "keep government out of climate policy entirely" as a validity check. The lead statement briefly describes the proposed act, and asks if Oregon and Washington should join California, Ontario and Quebec for a joint effort; this found 52% support, 26% undecided, and 21% opposed. Redistributing the "undecided" responses to allocate them proportionally to the agree-disagree percentages yields 68% in favor and 31% opposed, results that are consistent with five years of Oregon survey results ranging from 60-70% support when the questions did not include an "unsure" option.

7. All of the five alternative phrasings showed results within several percentage points of row 5, except for a question describing mandated carbon sequestration of large tract forestlands, where the agreement dropped by 15%, exclusively due to shifting from 'support' to 'unsure.' This corresponds to the lack of scientific consensus about the role of forest carbon sequestration, likely due to ongoing controversy between liberal and conservative attitude toward forest management.

8. Row 8’s "Keep government out of the climate policy business entirely" found total support of 27%. The 'unsure' response yielded 26%, closely tracking the 'unsure' responses on the other five questions, except the forest sequestration question. The 'unsure' response indicates a fluid aspect of public support implying that a sizable percentage of the population won't become interested in this topic without new techniques of engagement.

9. The most encouraging opportunity for shared agreement on climate change policy lies in understanding the Progressive Conservatives (column 7), as may be observed in the row 1 typology environmental question, row 2 climate behavior response (88% support), and rows 5, 6, & 7 at 50-58% support, unexpected from a conservative cluster closest to Core Conservatives. Understanding that this group comprises 64% Republican preference and 33% non-aligned voters is important for finding policy agreement, and may be leveraged in speaking to conservative values such as governmental efficiency and personal efficacy.

10. Although three of the four right-leaning archetypes (columns 5, 6 & 8) show cool support for climate change policy, even 30% of the Core Conservatives think climate change requires action such as living more simply and driving less. All groups (representing 83% of the sample) except the Core Conservatives want government to be involved in the addressing climate change, shown in row 9.